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AromasWorld Coffeehouse & Cafe 

"Sunny Patio for Sipping Coffee"

Whether you want a hot meal, a spot to meet up with friends, or simply a

pick-me-up cup of coffee, AromasWorld Coffeehouse & Cafe will fit the

bill. This coffeehouse focuses on providing the best roasted coffees and

international teas, while also serving up breakfast, lunch, and dinner every

day of the week. The cafe is both kid and pet-friendly, which means the

whole family can enjoy the day while sitting out on the cafe's sunny patio.

 +1 757 221 6676  www.aromasworld.com/h

ome.aspx

 aromasworld@aol.com  431 Prince George Street,

Merchants Square,

Williamsburg VA
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Josiah Chowning's Tavern 

"Just Like The Old Times"

This popular establishment's mission is to evoke the fun, rowdy and

nostalgic idea of a traditional 18th century tavern. Famous for its Gambols,

uproarious games and songs that were forms of entertainment in old

taverns and pubs, Josiah Chowning's Tavern is a popular joint for the

young and old alike. Visitors are often encouraged by the friendly staff

members to join the festivities and if you decide to participate, you

certainly won't regret the decision. The atmosphere is antiquated yet

comfortable; perfect for an engaging, fun night out.

 +1 888 965 7254  www.colonialwilliamsburg.com/do/r

estaurants/historic-dining-

taverns/chownings/

 100 East Duke of Gloucester Street,

Williamsburg VA
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Food for Thought 

"Eat, Drink, Think"

Food for Thought draws a link between the hunger for knowledge, and

the need for nourishment. It aims to pay tribute to great people from the

past and tries to replicate this philosophy by serving innovative food

which has been carefully prepared. Much of the menu are classics,

including Grandma's Meatloaf and Fork Tender Pot Roast and they have

extended their menu to include more international flavors and original

vegetarian cuisine. Take a look at the menu online, there are videos of

some of the dishes being served. So take a break to expand both your

stomach and your mind at Food for Thought.

 +1 757 645 4665  www.foodforthoughtrestaurant.com  1647 Richmond Road, Williamsburg VA
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Astronomical Pancake House 

"Out of This World Delicious"

Astronomical Pancake House serves a whole lot more than pancakes,

though their pancakes do seem to be the thing that keeps drawing people

back time and time again. Patrons to the restaurant will discover food that

is out of this world and prices that are very down to earth, which we think

is an excellent combination. Try one of the many pancake options, or stray

from tradition and tuck into a waffle, French toast, or even a burger.

 +1 757 253 6565  5437 Richmond Road, Pineapple Inn & Housing Center,

Williamsburg VA
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